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Breathing

Breathing is the first movement principle, because it is the foundation of our existence and creates the fundamental rhythm that underlies our life. Learning to breathe optimally is essential for health and well being. Breathing techniques can be used to decrease stress, lower or raise blood pressure, improve aerobic capacity and calm the mind and spirit. Breathing has been used by every culture to change mind and body states in meditation, exercise and daily living for thousands of years.

How breathing works: The diaphragm is the primary muscle used in breathing. It forms a dome inside the chest whose lower edge attaches to the bottom of the rib cage. Its attachment points include:

- The xiphoid process at the bottom of the sternum
- Costal cartilages of the lowest ribs
- 12th rib
- Lumbar spine

The other end of the diaphragm attaches to a tendinous ring that sits at about the level of the 5th rib when the diaphragm is at rest. On the inhale, the diaphragm contracts, drawing the top of the dome down toward the bottom of the rib cage. The diaphragm can move as much as 4 centimeters (approximately 2 inches) down with a full inhale. This increases the volume of the lungs and draws the air in. As the diaphragm relaxes, the dome rises back up and the air is pushed out of the lungs. In addition to the diaphragm, the following muscles are also involved in breathing:

- Intercostals (the muscles between the ribs)
- Serratus posterior superior and inferior (small muscles on the top and bottom of the back of the rib cage)
- Scalenes (connect the vertebra of the neck to the upper ribs)
- Upper trapezius (attaches the base of the skull to the shoulder girdle).

Breathing techniques can be used to facilitate movement, improve strength and increase mobility as well as to improve lung capacity and focus the mind. When using the breath to support movement you may find the following patterns useful:

- Exhale assists spinal flexion
- Inhale assists spinal extension
- Inhale assists lateral flexion
- Inhale or exhale can assist spinal rotation.

Each exercise includes a recommended breath pattern to get you started. If the pattern becomes too confusing or you can’t think about so many things at the same time, just remember to breathe.

Pilates Breathing Exercises

Diaphragmatic (belly) breathing

**Exercise sequence:** Breathe into the abdomen while imagining filling the torso up from the bottom of the pelvis with air. Place your hands on your abdomen and feel it expand on the inhale. On the exhale, draw the abdomen in toward the spine, pressing out the air to create a natural contraction of the core. As you breath in and out, imagine the dome of the diaphragm lowering on the inhale and rising on the exhale.

**Used for:** This is a relaxing breath that helps to increase the flexibility of the diaphragm and increase lung capacity. It can also calm the mind if you are feeling agitated or anxious. In Pilates it is used for increasing the engagement of the core on the exhale and for exercises where a sustained abdominal contraction is not required, as in Footwork on the Reformer.

Lateral (rib) breathing

**Exercise sequence:** Wrap a towel or strap around the lower part of the ribs just below the shoulder blades. Cross the band in front and hold the ends with the hands creating a slight amount of pressure on the ribs. Inhale and feel the ribs expanding into the band. Picture the dome of the diaphragm lowering and the ribs expanding like an umbrella opening on the inhale. Picture the diaphragm rising and the ribs contracting like a closing umbrella on the exhale.

**Used for:** Maintaining a sustained abdominal contraction as required in the Hundred and other abdominal exercises. This is
Double Leg Kicks

Intermediate • 3 - 6 sets

Starting Position
Lie prone with both hands clasped behind the low back and the head turned to one side.

Movement Sequence
- **Inhale** – Bend both knees and kick the heels toward the buttocks 3 times using a sniffing breath. Keep the front of the hips on the mat and the low back stable.
- **Exhale** – Engage the abdominals, straighten the legs, reach the hands toward the feet with the hands clasped and lift the torso into back extension. Keep the head in line with the spine. Lower the torso back to the mat with the head turned to the other side and the hands clasped behind the back.

Modifications
- **Tight Shoulders:** If you have tight shoulders, reach both hands toward the feet without clasping them together.

Optimum Form
The hips stay steady on the mat, the back extension is smooth and continuous and the head is in line with the spine.

Transition
Roll over onto the back with the legs straight and mat width apart for the Neck Pull.

Cueing and Imagery
- Keep the front of the hips on the mat.
  - *Press the hip bones into the mat as the legs kick.*
- Keep the head in line with the spine.
  - *Focus the eyes a few inches in front of the hands.  
  - As you are lifting the body up into extension, imagine you are watching a marble roll away across the floor.*
- Keep the abdominals engaged throughout.
  - *No sagging stomachs.*
- Reach the arms back toward the feet to open the front of the chest.
  - *Imagine you have a light on the front of your sternum and shine it straight ahead as you reach back.*
- Engage the back, gluteals and hamstring while keeping the torso long and without compressing the lower back.
- Reach the legs and arms out form the center of the body before going up into back extension.
  - *Imagine you are suspended in a cargo net with a rope on each limb.*
- Keep the lower legs in line with the thighs.
  - *Imagine you have a spring attached from your sit bones to your heels.*

Purpose
- Strengthen back extensors, hamstrings and gluteals
- Stretch the quadriceps
- Stretch the chest and anterior shoulder

Precautions
- **Low back injuries** – Engage the abdominals and press the pubic bone into the mat to decrease the pressure on the lower back. If the client still gets a punching sensation in the lower back, limit range of motion in extension, place a pillow under the hips or avoid.
- **Knee problems** – Limit the range of motion in knee flexion. Stretching the quadriceps before this exercise can also be helpful at decreasing knee discomfort.
Leg Pull Down

Intermediate 4 – 6 sets

**Starting Position**
Plank position with the shoulders over the wrists, the inner thighs together and the torso in one line from head to feet.

**Movement Sequence**
- **Inhale** – Lift one leg up toward the ceiling with the foot pointed and pulse it two times. Dorsiflex the standing foot and move the torso back toward the feet as the leg pulses. Keep the torso in line and the hips level throughout the exercise.
- **Exhale** – Lower the leg back to the mat.
- Repeat to the other side.
- Do a total of 4 to 6 sets on each leg, alternating sides.

**Modifications**
- **Beginning version:** Begin in an all fours position and lift the leg from there.
- **Wrist Discomfort:** In order to accommodate wrist injuries or discomfort, use push up handles or hexagonal metal hand weights or place the forearms on a sitting box or yoga blocks so no weight is on the wrists.

**Optimum Form**
The body is in one line from the head to the feet throughout the exercise. The legs reach high up toward the ceiling without disturbing the hips. The shoulders are wide and the neck is long.

**Transition**
Move one hand close to the other and roll over so both hands are on the mat and the body is facing up for Leg Pull Up.

**Cueing and Imagery**
- Keep the torso in one line from head to feet.
  - Imagine you have a bar on the back of your body and it is touching your head, upper back, hips and heels.
- Don’t stick your butt out.
- Don’t drop the hips as the leg lifts.
  - Imagine you are balancing a board across your hips and you have two cups of tea on the ends of the board. Don’t spill them as the leg lifts.
- Keep your shoulders over your wrists.
- Keep your head looking directly in front of the hands.

**Purpose**
- Strengthen the entire body including the core, scapular stabilizers and lumbopelvic stabilizers
- Strengthen the hip extensors including the hamstrings (biceps femoris, semitendinosis, semimembranosus) and gluteus maximus

**Precautions**
- **Wrist injuries** – Use the modifications above or avoid.
Starting Position
Sit on the side of one hip with the knees bent and the top leg in front of the bottom leg. Place the supporting hand under the shoulder.

Movement Sequence
- **Inhale** – Pull your navel to your spine and send the hips up toward the ceiling as the legs straighten. As the hips rise, reach the arm up toward the ceiling and then reach it under the torso to reach toward the feet. The weight is on the front foot. The back leg is resting just behind the front ankle with the foot off the floor.
- **Exhale** – Return to the starting position, smoothly folding the legs and lowering the hips to the mat.

Modifications
- **Wrist Discomfort:** Use handles for the weight bearing arm.
- **Two leg balance:** Use the back leg for support if balance is difficult on the front leg alone.

Challenges
Lift the back leg up and pulse it toward the ceiling or draw small circles with the leg while maintaining the balance on the supporting arm.

Optimum Form
Press straight up into the final position keeping the shoulder down and the arm pressing into the mat.

Transition
Press up into a side plank for Side Bend Twist and Side Bend or sit up straight with the legs together for Boomerang.

Cueing and Imagery
- Suck the abdominals in to send the hips up to the ceiling. - *As if you are being lifted up by the waistband of your pants.*
- Press the standing arm into the mat, keeping the neck long and the space between the neck and the shoulder wide.
- Balance on the standing foot. - *Imagine the final position before you get there.*

Purpose
- Strengthen the entire body including the core, scapular stabilizers and lumbopelvic stabilizers
- Strengthen the lateral torso, including the oblique abdominals, latissimus dorsi and quadratus lumborum
- Strengthen the shoulder girdle, including the latissimus dorsi, serratus anterior and rotator cuff
- Improve core control, balance and coordination

Precautions
- **Back injuries** – Avoid.
- **Shoulder, elbow and wrist injuries** – Use the hand support modification or avoid.